
TIDAL WETLANDS WORKSHOP AFTERNOON SESSION 2:00-3:30 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
The Center for Coastal Resources Management would like to engage local governments in an 
exercise to determine 1) which material(s),  when presented in the context of a Comprehensive 
Coastal Resource Management Plan, provide the most valuable information for addressing your 
shoreline management  issues and 2) which format or formats are the most effective way to 
deliver this information to you. 
 
PROBLEM DEFINED 
 
Programs at VIMS have spent several years developing data and products to assist with local 
government decision-making.  Some of these products represent baseline data used to support 
a number of initiatives.  Others are specific products or tools that combine data, technology, 
and expertise to deliver recommendations that reflect our best professional judgment on how 
to manage shorelines.   All of these take time, resources and external funding to develop and 
deliver to the end-user.  Regardless of the outcome here, we may need to continue developing 
these data and products.  Our specific interest is insuring that we deliver to you the most 
important information pieces that you use and need.   
 
2:00 pm 
TASK 1.   
Location:  Auditorium    
 
Using Audience Response Systems and multi-voting techniques we will gather information 
about content.  There are 14 different possible data sets that will be reviewed and we will ask 
what you think about each one. 

 
2:30 – 2:45 pm 
TASK 2. (WORKING BREAK) 
Location:  Classroom A/B 

 The information presented in the first session is displayed on posters hung in the auditorium.  
Using the colored dots you have been provided; indicate your top 4 most important data sets 
we could provide to you.  You may place more than one dot on a data set if it is particularly 
important to you. 
 
TASK 3.  (WORKING BREAK) 
Location:  Main Lobby  
In Task 3 we ask for you to identify other priority data needs you have.   Please use the pens 
provided and the notepads by the touch tank.  
 
 
 
 
 



2:45pm 
TASK 4. 
Location     Group Start Location 
Station 1 – Lobby      green/yellow “A”      (stations 1→2→3) 
Station 2 – Classroom A/B   yellow                          (stations 2→3→1) 
Station 3 - Lobby                 blue/red/blue”NGO” (stations 3→1→2) 
 
Technology has advanced the way information can be delivered.  We have migrated from paper 
handouts to digital formats with print on demand.  Information can also be delivered in an 
interactive map interface allowing the user to customize maps by selecting information they 
wish to see for their project area.   Access to GIS has advanced in some localities. These 
localities have no need for external assistance in map development maps and prefer GIS data 
files only.  
 
Task 4 gathers input regarding map format and information delivery.  Participants will rate the 
quality of the products and the formats according to their needs.  There are 3 stations to visit.  
You should spend roughly 10 minutes at each station. 
 

Task 4. Station 1 (Lobby):  This poster illustrates data from our shoreline inventory.  We 
have created three different format options shown in the three panels.  Each panel 
illustrates the same information.  Place ONE (1) dot beneath your preferred format. 

 
Task 4. Station 2 (Classroom A/B):  Data delivery can vary.  Review the four different 
options for delivering data to you.  Place a dot on the voting sheets for your top TWO 
(2) preferences.  The choices are: 
a.  Hardcopy map products  (see samples) 
b.  Digitally available maps which can be printed as pdf files (see computer station b) 

 c.  Interactive map application allows custom map production (see computer station c) 
 d.  GIS files (see Voting Ballot D). 
 

Task 4. Station 3 (Lobby):  These map sets delineate recommendations for shoreline 
management options using different techniques and reporting formats.   The 
recommendations that are made are comparable but there are signification differences 
in the products. Some of the more important differences are summarized here: 

• Map set “A” recommends shoreline options along all shoreline including shoreline that 
is currently defended; providing for options in the event structures fail and need 
replacement.  Map set “B” give shoreline recommendations along unmanaged 
(undefended) shoreline only; 

• Map set “A” illustrate all information in map format.  Map set “B” illustrate 
recommendations in map format but also provides information in tabular format; 

• Map set “B” includes schematics for the recommended design option.  Map set “A” does 
not. 

Place ONE (1) dot by your preferred format and answer the last question. 


